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thinking does many taught less things to the times of the teach in the chalk is the blackboard in the 
canvas and the painting of the colors of the windows and and the wind is in the sky and the window is 
facing the water and the beach and the sand and the eyes you have in the club as the lights of blue and 
red are flashing and the hazel of your eyes are the only thing that I like and I love the way your lips curl in 
the moonlight when the playful sun is up and I long to see what life would be amongst the stars and 
above the clouds and in the universe and beyond the sea lit ocean the dances on the edges of the 
mediums of the lists and the columns and the rows and the chills that I get when I see the way your 
lashes go up and down and the way your hands dance like snowflakes on the open edges of my 
consciousness and I didn't think that it was possible for my hand to hit so softly and gently at the meeting 
of your nape and for my fingers to  playfully play with the edges of your hair. and when I said that you 
were down and out for the count I told you that I would lay with you till you were fine and that you would 
smell the sunflowers when the bees were too busy to collect pollen to make honey and I would love to 
know what being in the sky was like when I could fly with the wings of an angel. I know what the juice in 
my cup taste likes, I wish that it was your cup filled to the brim with the house of gold. when are the lines 
of gold going to be snorted through the nose of intelligence, like the eyes of the sun and your eyes are the 
sun and the eyes the eyes the eyes of the real you are the moon and the sun combine and that thing you 
do with the the napkin at the the place that we first met when we locked eyes in the peak of the mountain 
at the peak of our interest at the peak of a tinder swipe right, swipe right, some people wish that some 
people would swipe right so that they could meet in real life and get to know the real life of the person 
they want to meet for real and I swear that this is real and I really want to know what is real, just tell me 
that I'm not wasting my time on something that is a moonlight stroll through the heavens to be plummeted 
down to the streets of hades to be used and burned and scorched and left with the skin I once had used 
in a bag dragged behind me in the canvas bag leading to the ground. And when heaven angels tell you 
that you belong in the seventh circle of hell because you looked at him and he looked at he and he looked 
at him looking at she loving to look at she loving to look somewhere that they wanted to go and be alone 
with them for sometime when I could be alone with you and those hazel eyes. but they aren't hazel and 
they were green and grey and wrapped in the smokey mist of your hair. in the way you whisper moans in 
your quiet voice is the way I will whisper when I am not with you to the sounds of people who want to 
have be silenced for not talking to the masses. I want to go to the places that you got to go when you 
were younger, to the places that you left pieces of you as you grew and explored and when you left those 
pieces you tacked on new things and new experiences and you grew and now you are here and those 
pieces are things that I want to collect and give to you when you think that a piece of you is gone, just 
know that I have the material to fill your empty with what you use to have and now need. you are the stars 
to the moon and the sun to the earth, the warmth to the trees and the cold that comes when you need to 
feel a breeze. it was a thought that evolved to a feeling that morphed to an emotion that transformed to a 
ocean that washed over me and held me its captive. it took me to the tip of the see and told me that it was 
not my choice and not my life and not my decision. when you don't know and don't believe that fate and 
real and don't have faith that you have to believe in something that is greater than you you don't know 
what happened to life and the life that you live is not something you want to control sometimes. I know the 
secret of your life and the life of your body. The calling of your thoughts and the hearing of your dreams. 
the listening of your voice and the shouting of your screams. the invitation of your voice and the 
soundlessness of the earth. there is a desert of life so vast and so wide and so deep and so vast that I 
can only see but a portion of it through the partition of my closed off world. in my little corner of the earth 
is the place that I settle down for you. there is no place that I would go that I would not let you follow and 
when I say that I save my dark for myself I am trying to protect the light that you have inside. because 
when I go to my quiet place it is the place that I need to go alone and when I am alone I am scared and 
when I am alone I need you to come to me and reach out a hand to when I am alone. I am not going to 
leave when I leave I wont leave when I go to my dark places. when I leave it’s only for a moment in the 
life of us and I need you to know that I am not leaving you when I leave to go to my dark place. because 
you need to know that there is a life beyond the one we have now and that there is a time that we can go 
to places together without having to sacrifice the places that we go to alone. you are the dreams when 
nightmares comes to their end and the white shirt that got better when stained with wine. you are the 
cigarette that i put between my lips but never light and the last leaf to fall from that barren tree in the fall 
and the last drop of rain that drops when you need to know that no matter the time you are my last. 



Tragic Fable #1



canvas and the painting of the colors of the windows and and the wind is in the sky and the window is 
facing the water and the beach and the sand and the eyes you have in the club as the lights of blue and 
red are flashing and the hazel of your eyes are the only thing that I like and I love the way your lips curl in 
the moonlight when the playful sun is up and I long to see what life would be amongst the stars and 
above the clouds and in the universe and beyond the sea lit ocean the dances on the edges of the 
mediums of the lists and the columns and the rows and the chills that I get when I see the way your 
lashes go up and down and the way your hands dance like snowflakes on the open edges of my 
consciousness and I didn't think that it was possible for my hand to hit so softly and gently at the meeting 
of your nape and for my fingers to  playfully play with the edges of your hair. and when I said that you 
were down and out for the count I told you that I would lay with you till you were fine and that you would 
smell the sunflowers when the bees were too busy to collect pollen to make honey and I would love to 
know what being in the sky was like when I could fly with the wings of an angel. I know what the juice in 
my cup taste likes, I wish that it was your cup filled to the brim with the house of gold. when are the lines 
of gold going to be snorted through the nose of intelligence, like the eyes of the sun and your eyes are the 
sun and the eyes the eyes the eyes of the real you are the moon and the sun combine and that thing you 
do with the the napkin at the the place that we first met when we locked eyes in the peak of the mountain 
at the peak of our interest at the peak of a tinder swipe right, swipe right, some people wish that some 
people would swipe right so that they could meet in real life and get to know the real life of the person 
they want to meet for real and I swear that this is real and I really want to know what is real, just tell me 
that I'm not wasting my time on something that is a moonlight stroll through the heavens to be plummeted 
down to the streets of hades to be used and burned and scorched and left with the skin I once had used 
in a bag dragged behind me in the canvas bag leading to the ground. And when heaven angels tell you 
that you belong in the seventh circle of hell because you looked at him and he looked at he and he looked 
at him looking at she loving to look at she loving to look somewhere that they wanted to go and be alone 
with them for sometime when I could be alone with you and those hazel eyes. but they aren't hazel and 
they were green and grey and wrapped in the smokey mist of your hair. in the way you whisper moans in 
your quiet voice is the way I will whisper when I am not with you to the sounds of people who want to 
have be silenced for not talking to the masses. I want to go to the places that you got to go when you 
were younger, to the places that you left pieces of you as you grew and explored and when you left those 
pieces you tacked on new things and new experiences and you grew and now you are here and those 
pieces are things that I want to collect and give to you when you think that a piece of you is gone, just 
know that I have the material to fill your empty with what you use to have and now need. you are the stars 
to the moon and the sun to the earth, the warmth to the trees and the cold that comes when you need to 
feel a breeze. it was a thought that evolved to a feeling that morphed to an emotion that transformed to a 
ocean that washed over me and held me its captive. it took me to the tip of the see and told me that it was 
not my choice and not my life and not my decision. when you don't know and don't believe that fate and 
real and don't have faith that you have to believe in something that is greater than you you don't know 
what happened to life and the life that you live is not something you want to control sometimes. I know the 
secret of your life and the life of your body. The calling of your thoughts and the hearing of your dreams. 
the listening of your voice and the shouting of your screams. the invitation of your voice and the 
soundlessness of the earth. there is a desert of life so vast and so wide and so deep and so vast that I 
can only see but a portion of it through the partition of my closed off world. in my little corner of the earth 
is the place that I settle down for you. there is no place that I would go that I would not let you follow and 
when I say that I save my dark for myself I am trying to protect the light that you have inside. because 
when I go to my quiet place it is the place that I need to go alone and when I am alone I am scared and 
when I am alone I need you to come to me and reach out a hand to when I am alone. I am not going to 
leave when I leave I wont leave when I go to my dark places. when I leave it’s only for a moment in the 
life of us and I need you to know that I am not leaving you when I leave to go to my dark place. because 
you need to know that there is a life beyond the one we have now and that there is a time that we can go 
to places together without having to sacrifice the places that we go to alone. you are the dreams when 
nightmares comes to their end and the white shirt that got better when stained with wine. you are the 
cigarette that i put between my lips but never light and the last leaf to fall from that barren tree in the fall 
and the last drop of rain that drops when you need to know that no matter the time you are my last. 



Tragic Fable #2



thinking does many taught less things to the times of the teach in the chalk is the blackboard in the 
canvas and the painting of the colors of the windows and and the wind is in the sky and the window is 
facing the water and the beach and the sand and the eyes you have in the club as the lights of blue and 
red are flashing and the hazel of your eyes are the only thing that I like and I love the way your lips curl in 
the moonlight when the playful sun is up and I long to see what life would be amongst the stars and 
above the clouds and in the universe and beyond the sea lit ocean the dances on the edges of the 
mediums of the lists and the columns and the rows and the chills that I get when I see the way your 
lashes go up and down and the way your hands dance like snowflakes on the open edges of my 
consciousness and I didn't think that it was possible for my hand to hit so softly and gently at the meeting 
of your nape and for my fingers to  playfully play with the edges of your hair. and when I said that you 
were down and out for the count I told you that I would lay with you till you were fine and that you would 
smell the sunflowers when the bees were too busy to collect pollen to make honey and I would love to 
know what being in the sky was like when I could fly with the wings of an angel. I know what the juice in 
my cup taste likes, I wish that it was your cup filled to the brim with the house of gold. when are the lines 
of gold going to be snorted through the nose of intelligence, like the eyes of the sun and your eyes are the 
sun and the eyes the eyes the eyes of the real you are the moon and the sun combine and that thing you 
do with the the napkin at the the place that we first met when we locked eyes in the peak of the mountain 
at the peak of our interest at the peak of a tinder swipe right, swipe right, some people wish that some 
people would swipe right so that they could meet in real life and get to know the real life of the person 
they want to meet for real and I swear that this is real and I really want to know what is real, just tell me 
that I'm not wasting my time on something that is a moonlight stroll through the heavens to be plummeted 
down to the streets of hades to be used and burned and scorched and left with the skin I once had used 
in a bag dragged behind me in the canvas bag leading to the ground. And when heaven angels tell you 
that you belong in the seventh circle of hell because you looked at him and he looked at he and he looked 
at him looking at she loving to look at she loving to look somewhere that they wanted to go and be alone 
with them for sometime when I could be alone with you and those hazel eyes. but they aren't hazel and 
they were green and grey and wrapped in the smokey mist of your hair. in the way you whisper moans in 
your quiet voice is the way I will whisper when I am not with you to the sounds of people who want to 
have be silenced for not talking to the masses. I want to go to the places that you got to go when you 
were younger, to the places that you left pieces of you as you grew and explored and when you left those 
pieces you tacked on new things and new experiences and you grew and now you are here and those 
pieces are things that I want to collect and give to you when you think that a piece of you is gone, just 
know that I have the material to fill your empty with what you use to have and now need. you are the stars 
to the moon and the sun to the earth, the warmth to the trees and the cold that comes when you need to 
feel a breeze. it was a thought that evolved to a feeling that morphed to an emotion that transformed to a 
ocean that washed over me and held me its captive. it took me to the tip of the see and told me that it was 
not my choice and not my life and not my decision. when you don't know and don't believe that fate and 
real and don't have faith that you have to believe in something that is greater than you you don't know 
what happened to life and the life that you live is not something you want to control sometimes. I know the 
secret of your life and the life of your body. The calling of your thoughts and the hearing of your dreams. 
the listening of your voice and the shouting of your screams. the invitation of your voice and the 
soundlessness of the earth. there is a desert of life so vast and so wide and so deep and so vast that I 
can only see but a portion of it through the partition of my closed off world. in my little corner of the earth 
is the place that I settle down for you. there is no place that I would go that I would not let you follow and 
when I say that I save my dark for myself I am trying to protect the light that you have inside. because 
when I go to my quiet place it is the place that I need to go alone and when I am alone I am scared and 
when I am alone I need you to come to me and reach out a hand to when I am alone. I am not going to 
leave when I leave I wont leave when I go to my dark places. when I leave it’s only for a moment in the 
life of us and I need you to know that I am not leaving you when I leave to go to my dark place. because 
you need to know that there is a life beyond the one we have now and that there is a time that we can go 
to places together without having to sacrifice the places that we go to alone. you are the dreams when 
nightmares comes to their end and the white shirt that got better when stained with wine. you are the 
cigarette that i put between my lips but never light and the last leaf to fall from that barren tree in the fall 
and the last drop of rain that drops when you need to know that no matter the time you are my last. 



Tragic Fables #3 



GIF

An ode to Fight Club

Recombination gif

ThIS My World
Is This My World
My World Is ThIS

 

http://imgur.com/KP6JdTe
http://imgur.com/Ijf5KZw
http://imgur.com/aMy4FQ5
http://imgur.com/aMy4FQ5
http://imgur.com/aMy4FQ5


Micro-Poems

1
Cigarette parts lips
Remained unlit did the tip 

2
Penelope poked a bee
It stung her continuously

3
Take the heavens from the sky
Unleash the wrath of rain

4
Pencil pushers 
push pencils 

5
Ring the doorbell
ring it twice 

6
She looks shocked 
But was shock the best look

7
I sinned
but I forgot to care 

8
Chase me down a waterfall
bury me beneath the snow

9
I will jump from the highest cliff
I will fly from any tree

10
Clean the dirty dishes and
throw them into the machine

11
Hot stuff
You’re the only hot stuff I ever need, baby

12
Do you ever wonder if saints cried?
Do you know how doves cry?



Joint Sessions #1



Joint Sessions #2



Choose Your Own Path Haiku

Line 1 take me in your 
hand 

flappy bird is hard you were in the 
dark

water is okay

Line 2 drag me down to 
the forest

those goddamn 
yellow feathers

the danger is what 
gets me

it is clear and not 
yellow

Line 3 drench me in your 
cold

I will rip them off murder isn't bad juice is very good



Assignment #2 

§ Homolinguistic translation: Take a poem (someone else's or your own) and translate/rewrite/revise it by 
substituting word for word, phrase for phrase, line for line, or "free" translation as response to each phrase or 
sentence. Or do several versions of the "same" poem. Or: translate the poem into another, or several other, literary 
styles.  

Nothing Gold Can Stay 
by Robert Frost 

Original

Read straight down or mix/match

Nature’s first green is 
gold,

Nature’s first green is 
gold,

Loyalty is easily sold, Dreamt during dying 
dawn,

Her hardest hue to 
hold.

envy was the first tale it 
told.

tainted with the touch of 
mold.

purposefully praying 
pawn.

Her early leaf’s a 
flower;

Midas with his greedy 
touch;

Blind ambition is the 
beast.

Light leads low-key lost

But only so an hour. The boy who cried ‘wolf’ 
so much.

Insatiable in front of a 
feast,

Faith, freedom, frost.

Then leaf subsides to 
leaf.

Yet green turns to crisp 
brown,

your word is meant for 
none

Gullible guise goes 

So Eden sank to grief, Gia’s wrath unleashed 
through every town.

except those wishing to 
be undone.

watching withering 
woes.

So dawn goes down 
to day.

Nothing left to fear or 
hold, 

Schemes and plans 
made in the dark

Shaken shackles soon 
sent 

Nothing gold can 
stay.

In comes the biting 
cold.

caught in the 
unclenching jaws of a 
shark

soaring soundlessly 
sinking shore. 



Assignment #4 

§ Dream work:  Write down your dreams as the first thing you do every morning for 30 days.  Apply translation and 
aleatoric processes to this material.  Double the length of each dream. Weave them together into one poem, adding 
or changing or reordering material.  Negate or reverse all statements ("I went down the hill to "I went up the hill," "I 
didn't" to "I did").  Borrow a friend's dreams and apply these techniques to them.  

I was in the water and the flowers seemed too dry 
to be there and then a fire bloomed and I was on 
fire in bed

Backwards Bed in fire // on was I // And bloomed fire // a then 
and there be to dry too seemed flowers // the and 
water the in was I

Opposite I was in the dryness and the weeds seemed to 
damp to be here and then a waterfall wilted and I 
was wet in the sky 

Story In the waist deep pond, wilted flowers blossomed 
by the shower. Fire flew from them; in bed I woke 
aflame. 

Flower Drowning in the water I blossomed prematurely for 
air and let forth the fire held in my lungs. Instantly, I 
wilted deeper than before. 

Bystander A man just watched as the virgin was drowned in 
the pond, cries erupting from her mouth as the 
man was set on fire

Water Taking all in and filling all up to the brim. Taking my 
tranquility and increasing the temperature. 

Wind The humidity stuck to me like a wet shirt to skin. 
The unwashed breath of sinners and the molten 
skin are individuals. 



Assignment #9 

§Brainard's Memory:  Write a poem all of whose lines start "I remember ..."  (Reading: Joe Brainard's I Remember 
& audio 

I remember waking up in the mornings and thinking the ceiling fan was a metaphor for dragons. I remember looking 
at my leg, the scar on my knee, and the one wrapped around my ankle, from the rubber-less wheels of a red wagon.  
I remember stepping on legos in the dead of night, fighting off the pain and choking screams down. I remember 
innocents and doing whatever made me happy and not having the burden of doing what I don't want. I remember 
drinking myself into a stupor, chasing colors, and falling spread out on the grass. I remember the blades tickling the 
back of my neck, thinking it was too much effort to check. I remember dancing, hands spread out like wings, turning 
and turning with reckless abandon. I remember that I wouldn't remember this unless someone told me, unless there 
was evidence that I was in this moment. I remember holding hands on the bridge at sunset, the world behind us, the 
world ahead of us, the world between us. I remember the rain and how it felt on my skin, nothing like the soft caress 
the movies try to make it out to be. I remember the drip drop hum drum rhythm, the pitter patter tun tun sounds. I 
remember going for walks at night and fantasizing about touching the moon, as if it was something that could be 
plucked down with a spoon. I remember all the games I played with my friends, chasing after each other till we were 
caught in dead-ends. I remember going round and round on the carousel, faces flashing fast; round and round, past 
the people and places, not picking a point, so my thoughts starts to spin right along with my body. I remember when 
I was young and free and wild, or whatever the cliche is. I remember when work was fun and not monotony. I 
remember when thinking was freeing and longing was just a passing feeling.  

http://web.archive.org/web/20020809072419/http://www.twc.org/forums/iremember/iremembers/index.html
http://writing.upenn.edu/pennsound/x/Brainard.html


Assignment #10 

§Try out Hay(na)ku or Haiku 

Making Monsters Deep 
Deep Down Dripping Warm Heat Deep 
Dirt Covered Body Deep 

Bobby Pin Bodies 
Take Turns Battering Twisted 
Painful Painted Wounds  

Must Milked White Rose 
‘Rose Waited Matted Matters 
Making Wrong Wither   
 


